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... Like, HELLO  Sen. Judiciary ! 

Directing Department of Justice to study ways to address unlawful possession of 

firearms ? 

My guess is they have been studying  "crime" since maybe just before 1859... maybe 

since Gov. Lane in 1851 ? 

 

2 yr ago my Pickup was stolen in front of Portland Airport Red Lion inn... along with a 

gun... 

the felon who committed a felony while in possession of a stolen weapon... would be  

a most perfect case study IMO. 

 

I just did my own follow up and this is what I found. 

Jake Swegel used a pipe bomb to blow up a RV (this was said to be attempted 

murder) 2nd he had a pipe bomb factory in his apartment... 

Facts are he was arrested, released on own resonance and given a court appointed 

attorney... last July he was sentenced. 

1 count arson (result of pipe bomb he used and made). 

1 count bomb factory....  

POSSESSION OF STOLEN WEAPON BY A FELON AND IN COMMISSION OF A 

FELONY.......... (CHARGES DROPPED)  

Jake got 3 yrs probation for other 2 charges to offend again... and probably again as 

he suffered no consequences for his actions. :( 

 

Department of Justice... must surely have a case load of study.  

Just maybe , to fund a study is ignore the truths concerning tax funded Legislative, 

Judiciary and Executive snafu's :(  

Maybe the reality is we ignore the truth to a politically motivated agenda ? 

Maybe Legislators should be required to complete 2 yrs college and study the 

Constitution, Criminal and social Behavior and fiscal responsibility before they can 

write or vote law ?  

Maybe a study could be funded to see if Legislative process has become toxic to 

RULE OF LAW ?  

Maybe a study could be funded to see if Judiciary lacks funding needed to enforce 

Law ? 

Maybe a study could be funded to see if the Executive Branch is destructive to rule of 

law when... Executive shuts down 2 prisons, puts National Guard in empty capitol 

during time of rioting in the streets of major Cities of Oregon. 

Maybe we could fund a study to see what over 1,000 murder and rapists who the 



Oregon Executive Branch released just months ago are doing today ? (coarse NY 

City just did a study as did Yolo Co California on recidivism rates). 

Because my experience above tells me Judiciary truly don't care about felons 

possessing guns unlawfully :(  


